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ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS AND 

SOUNDINGS ON GL A CIERS : INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
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(Abteilung fur H ydrologie und Glaziologie d er V ersuchsansta lt fur Wasserbau und Erdba u 
an der E idgenossischen T echnischen Hochschule, Zurich, Switzerl and) 

ABSTRACT. A bri ef descrip tion o f the resistivity method is given, stressi ng the points which a re of par ticu la r 
im porta nce when working on g laciers. The literature is briefl y reviewed . 

R EsUME. l\1esllre de la risistivite de la glace et sondages ilectriques: Remarqlles /Jreliminaires. La me thode des 
resisti vites est decrite de fa<;:on somma ire et les points particu liers it son a pplicat ion sur les g laciers sont mis en 
ev idence. U ne breve revue de la li ttera ture es t presentee. 

Z USAMMENFASSUNC . Elektrisclze Jl1iderstalldsmessllngen lInd Sondierllngen mifGletschern: Eirifiilmmg. Di e elektrische 
Widerstandsmethode wird kurz beschri eben, wobei der Anwendung a uf Gletschern besond ere Beachtung 
geschenk t wird . Ferner wird ein kurzer Uberblick li ber di e L itera tur gegeben. 

I NTR ODUCTION 

During the Internationa l Association of Scientific H ydrology symposium a t Obergurgl on 
varia tions of the regime of existing glaciers in Septem ber 1962 three of the au thors of papers 
to be published shortly in thi s J ournaL m et on the initiative of H ochstein to discuss their 
resistivity work and to agree tha t they would contribute their unpublished results to a j oint 
paper on the subject, entitled " The electrical resistivity method used in glaciological work" . 
The idea was to cover different aspects of recent resistivity work on ice a nd to compa re 
experience gained a nd results from various pa rts of the world . Additional a uthors could be 
found who were willing to contribute to the j oin t efforts. The individua l contributions, which 
were collected by R othlisberger, varied so much in scope and size tha t it looked more appro
priate to keep them as a seri es of a rticles rather than to try to combine them in a single paper. 
Some obvious repetitions of sta tements by different authors have been deleted , however, a nd 
an adjustment of no tations has been made. 

By the electrical resistivity m ethod we understa nd primarily geophysical prospecting 
techniques based on the measurement of the po tential produced by a D .e. (or low frequency 
A. C .) current introduced into the ground. 

PRINC IPLE OF RESISTIVITY S OUNDINGS 

Although it is no t the purpose of this article to describe the resistivity m ethod as such
geophysical textbooks m ay be consulted- a short note on the principles used seem s appro
pria te for those readers who are not a t a ll familiar with geoelectrical m ethods. The obj ective 
of geoelectrical surveys is to investigate the sub-surface by m eans of surface m easurements. A 
standard technique consists of p roducing an electric current in the ground between two 
electrodes, the current electrodes, and to m easure simultaneously the electric fi eld between 
two different electrodes, the po tential electrodes. ' I\f ith the 4-electrode m ethod the variable 
contact quality at the current electrodes does no t affect the result. Two electrode configura
tions a re commonly used , bo th linear and symmetrical in respect to the centre (Fig. I) . In the 
Schlumberger configuration the separa tion l of the (inner) po ten tia l electrod es is small com
pared to the dista nce L between the (outer ) current electrodes (l < L /5). In the ' I\fenner 
configuration the to tal length of the line determined by the outer electrodes is divided into 3 
equal sections of length a by the inner ones (l = a, L = 3a) . Simple equa tions exist to compute 
the resistivity (electric resistance of a cylinder of unit cross-section and unit length) in case of 
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a. Schlumberger configuration b. Wenner configuration 

Fig. I. Common electrode configurations 

the homogeneous isotropic half-space. If the same equations are used when the half-space is 
not homogeneous the result is called the "apparent resistivity", Pa. The equations read: 

. 7T(V - l2)t.V 7TVt.V 
Schlumberger configuratiOn: pa = 41I ::: ~; 

Wenner configuration: 
27Tat.V 

Pa = --]-, 

where t. V is the potential difference and I the current. The Wenner configuration with an 
additional electrode at the centre is called the Lee configuration . Potentials are measured 
between this central electrode and both Wenner electrodes, one at a time. Differences between 
the two measurements are indicative of surface inhomogeneity or a sloping interface. In many 
cases it is more economical to use asymmetrical electrode configurations in place of the 
symmetrical ones. The equations for pa are simply changed by a factor of 2 when three 
electrodes are arranged as in the standard Schlumberger or Wenner configuration and one 
current electrode is permanently placed at infinity, i.e . at a suitable place very far away. 
Only one or two electrodes have then to be moved at a time; however, the effect of local 
inhomogeneities is generally more disturbing than with the symmetrical configurations. 

For interpretation the case of horizontal layers is of prime importance. Then, for a given 
sequence of layers, the apparent resistivity Pa is only a function of the electrode spacing; the 
larger the electrode separation, the deeper the current penetrates, and the larger the influence 
of deeper layers becomes. Theoretical curves (or master curves) have been published for 
selected combinations of layers (CGG, 1955; Mooney and Wetzel, 1956). These curves are 
plotted non-dimensionally on double logarithmic paper (for unit thickness and unit resistivity 
of one of the layers) . By matching a theoretical curve with a measured one the various thick
nesses and resistivities of the layers are obtained; the proportionality factors are given by the 
horizontal and vertical shift necessary to match the curves. For a given curve an infinite 
number of solutions exists if an infinite number of layers is introduced. With a finite number of 
layers the solution is theoretically unique. However, because of the limi ted accuracy of the 
measurements, there is ambiguity even with only three layers present. A good fit of a curve 
therefore does not necessarily mean that the result is correct. For a good interpretation of 
geoelectrical measurements it is very important to have some knowledge of the layering and 
the resistivities. Most of this knowledge comes from experience and it is part of the objective 
of this series of papers to make experience available to future workers in this field. 

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS WITH RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS ON GLACIERS 

Although the principle of the measurements is the same in the glaciological as in the 
general geophysical applications there are some methodological specialities worth mentioning. 
Glacier ice is a material with a very high resistivity, and therefore extremely large resistivity 
ratios are sometimes encountered between conductive surface layers and the ice as well as 
between ice and bedrock. For such cases master curves had not been numerous until Cagniard 
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( 1959 ) improved the situation by giving a set of curves for a highly conductive thin surface 
layer on an infinite plate with much higher resistivity followed by an ideal conductor, a 
sequence oflayers typical for temperate glaciers. This is a particular three-layer case, which is 
normalized by setting h, = P' = I , h3 = 00, P3 = 0, and using et = h,p ,lh,p, as a curve 
parameter , where hI , h" h3 are thicknesses and PI, P" P3 resistivities of successive layers. 
Cagniard has published a total of 14 curves for pa rameters between 0 · 0 I and 100. For 
parameters below I the curves differ from each other in shape; the smaller the parameter the 
flatter the peak, and a fairly unequivocal superposition of m easured data and theoretical curve 
is possible. Curves with higher param eters show almost identical, na rrower peaks. They differ 
mainly by their position on the diagram , and the evalua tion of tha t type of curve is ambiguous 
over a wide range of ice thicknesses and resistivities . The curves have a common evolute, 
however. If one of the variables, ice thickness h, or resistivity p, a re known, the o ther variable 
as well as the appropriate parameter et can be found by sliding the m easured curve a long the 
evolute to the position determined by the given thickness or resistivity, whichever is known. 
A prerequisite for this procedure is that the bulk of the glacier is electrically homogeneous. 
For parameters et between 1 and 100 the evolute is only slightly curved and slopes a t close to 
45°, which m eans that ice thickness and resistivity are about reciprocal, i.e. assuming twice 
(or n-times) the resistivity only half the ice thi ckness (or [In of it) will be obta ined . 

The usual master curves do not take the trough-shape of valley glaciers into account. In 
order to have some idea of its effect, we have experimen ted with sm all-scale m odels consisting 
of semi-circular m etal channels fill ed with water. Satisfactory results could be obtained with 
A.C. measurem ents only, whereas with D .C. the pola rization effects proved to be very 
bo thersome. The potentia l was m easured a t the water surface a long the axis of the semi
c ircular cylinder, while one of the two current leads was connected to a sm all electrode in the 
axis, rep resenting a point source, and the o ther to the m etallic trough . The potential values 
as a fun ction of distance from the point source were used to compute the d a ta for a standard 
master curve for the Schlumberger configuration a long the axis of a semi-circular cylinder of 
radius r = 1 and resistivity PI = I , imbedded in a substra tum of l"es istivity P' = o. The results 
a re plotted in Figure 2 , where a good agreem en t between the results from two different sizes 
of cha nnels can be noted . The master curve for an infinite plate of thickness h = r = 1 and 
resistivity PI = [ resting on an infinitely conductive substra tum (P2 = 0) is also plotted . 
From the horizontal shift of the two curves it can be seen tha t the true radius r of a semi
circular bed is by a bout 2 0 - 35 per cent larger than the d epth h obtained with the master curve 
for a pla te. This is the correction one has to a pply when using Cagnia rd curves with small 
parameters et; for increasing pa ram etel"S et it m ay be suspected tha t the correction should 
becom e la rger, bu t how much has not yet been investigated by us. It is still an open question 
what correction is needed when the ra tio p ,lp2 is not large. 

The high resistivity of the ice is equally important for the instrumentation. Standard 
geoelectrical equipment cannot be used because the impedance of the potential m easuring 
circuit is too low. Electronic electrom eters have to be applied instead to m easure the po ten tia ls. 
The K eithley instruments have proved adequate and very reliable under a ll sor ts of fi eld 
conditi ons. Using dry cell ba tteries of [ 00 to 1000 V., currents of the order of 0·5 to 1 mA. 
a re usua ll y obta ined, which a re easy to m easure. Potentia ls from 10 mY. to severa l volts are 
then observed . High standa rds are not onl y necessary for the electrom eter, but a lso for the 
insula tion of cables and connectors, a nd frequent insula tion control is recommendable. 
Ca rpenter (1955) has d escribed a simple method ofl eakage control for the Wenner configura
tion based on an exchange of current and potentia l electrodes, but disconnecting the current 
c ircuit a t one (or bo th) cur rent electrodes m ay p rove to be even simpler. Communication 
between the operator at the centre a nd the a ides at th e ends of the sp read m ay be di fficult, 
however, because of the long electrode separations needed in glacier sound ings. G reenhouse 
(unpublished ) has suggested ammeters hooked in between the leads and the current electrodes 
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Fig. 2. Em/Jirical results for resistiviry soundings with Schlumberger configuration in the axis of a semi-circular channel of radius r 
in infinitely conductive material. Solid line = emjJirical Pa curve; dashed line = theoretical curve for infinite plate of 
thickness h = r, Cagniard parameter " = o. This figure is rejJroduced to Sllch a size that it w ill superpose on log- log paper 
of the size customarily IIsed in resistivity work (base 62 · 5 mm. ). Resistiviry diagrams in thefollowing papers of this series 
have had to be reduced to one half of this size 

as a simple m ea ns to keep the a ides informed on the progress of the measurem ents and to give 
coded instructions. 

Metal rods or wire nets are used as curren t electrodes, while sta inless steel or copper rods, 
or copper- copper sulphate porous pots (non-polarizing electrodes) serve as potentia l electrod es. 
To lower the contact resistance a t the curren t electrodes salt, gra phite and anti-freeze have 
been used . On cold glaciers and ice caps anti-freeze has the advan tage that the contact 
resistance stays approximately constant during the m easurem ents, which is not true for salt. 
T he non-polarizing electrodes m a ke good contact at a ir temperatures slightly below freezing 
or higher. At lower temperatures they sta rt to freeze up and become very troublesome. 

Because of the high-imped ance circuits it becomes di fficult to work in damp wea ther. With 
high winds and drifting snow measurem en ts becom e impossible, because of rapidly fluctuating 
poten tia ls of the sam e order of magnitude as the effects under observation probably caused by 
m oving charged air masses a nd the friction of snow particles. Some slowly variable earth 
potentia ls are also present. It is therefore standard practice to take simultaneous readings of 
the current a nd potential very shortly ( 1- 10 sec.) a fter closing the circuit, to break the circui t 
again a nd to check if the orig inal poten tia l has not changed . M easurem ents a re then m ade 
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with reversed polarity. A common observation is that the current will d ecrease with time at one 
polarity and remain stable at the other, while the apparent resistivity remains approximately 
the same. On other occasions (especially in cold ice) more or less pronounced polarizations 
have been observed, however. Strong A.G. fields have occasionally affected the m easurements 
with the K eithley electrometer, a difficulty easily overcom e by shunting the instrument with a 
high-impedance capacitor . 

GLACIOLOGICAL ApPLICATIONS 

We are dealing here with the glaciological applications of the resistivity method only in so 
far as glaciers or glacial ice are concerned. We sha ll therefore not discuss the use of the m ethod 
for the investigation of permafrost, which has a long-standing history, and we shall no t discuss 
for instance its use on sea ice. In this sense resistivity surveys have primarily been proposed as a 
sounding technique to m easure the thickness of glaciers. The great advantage of the method is 
the relatively cheap and light-weight equipment and the smallness of the field party (a mini
mum of 3 men) . vVhere an approximate figure for an average ice thickness over a certain area 
is sufficient, successful resistivity soundings could t'eplace the much costlier seismic soundings. * 
Various efforts have therefore been made to develop the method, and it is one objective of this 
series of articles to discuss its potential as a sounding technique. 

For interpretation the resistivity of the ice is a decisive factor. The early investigations 
showed soon that resistivity is by no means a constant for all glaciers, and may even vary 
considerably in one particular ice body. These variations make sounding difficult, but a re 
interesting in themselves. At the present stage of our knowledge it even appears that the 
material property, resistivity, may be the more important subject of an investigation than 
d epth, and part of the series of papers deals with the material property side of the work. As far 
as the explana tion of resistivity variat ions in glaciers is concerned, it is not easy to a pply the 
ex tensive work of physicists on conductivity of ice (mainly carried out on single artificial ice 
crystals) because there are too many incompletely known parameters. T hese problems will be 
discussed in a future article by Andrieux. 

Apart from its application as a geophysical prospecting m ethod, resisti o; ity measurements 
can serve to locate markers (electrodes) placed in the ice or snow of a glacier. Borovinskiy 
(1958), for instance, had used this techniquc for movement studies. Different work of this type 
is in progress near Jungfraujoch, where we a re using a blank copper wire to mark a complete 
section across a firn field for accumulation studies. It has been possible to locate the position of 
a wire at 4 m. depth with an accuracy of about 10 cm ., but it is too earl y to g ive a final 
appraisal of the method. vVeather-dependence is certa inly a great drawback. 

FORMER WORK 

R oman (1938) was probably first to report on successful experiments with electrical 
resistivity sounding techniques on snow (by modi fied standard equipment) and to propose the 
use of the m ethod on glaciers. But only in recent years has interest in doing so really awakened, 
and after an initia l trial with modern equipme!1t by a French group in 1956 (Queille-Lefevre 
and others, (957) field parties of various countri es operated independen tly on a number of 
glaciers. 

In a n internal report, Vogtli (unpublished [a] ) described his first measurem ents, which 
were carried out near the snout of Steingletscher (Switzerland) using a K eithley electrometer 
(model '200 B) . Besides proving that the chosen instrument was full y adequate for field work, 
promising sounding resul ts were obtained. By m eans of the master curves of eGG ( 1955) a nd 

* The g ravity method is widely applied ror the same reason , but also has its li m ita tions, cspecia ll y in moun
ta inous areas ; the recently developed sounding mcthod by radar has a lready proved to be ra r superior on cold 
g laciers, but has still to be tri ed on temperate ones. 
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Mooney and W etzel (1956) depths of 50 m. and 73 m. were found for two profiles at right 
angles based on resistivities of IQ to 14 MO.m. for ice (0·8- 0· 9 MO.m. for snow). A French 
group (Queille-Lefevre and others, 1959) carried out resistivity soundings on Glacier de St. 
Sorlin (France) in the same year. They too stressed the feasibili ty of resistivity soundings. 
Analysing their data with the theoretical curves prepa red by Cagniard (1959) especially for 
this particula r proj ect, they obtained an ice thickness of 52 .8 m. with a resistivity of 87·5 
MO.m. , but noticed a fair amount of ambiguity, actually obtaining a large range of thickness 
between 27· 5 m. and 79·4 m. with respective ex trem e resistivity values of 170 MO.m . and 
59 MO.m . They pointed ou t tha t the m ethod would be m ore promising when applied under 
m ore favourable surface conditions, i. e. with a " dry" surface. Borovinskiy (1958) too gave a very 
favourable report on the applicabili ty of resistivity soundings, working 195 7/58 on Lednik 
Tuyuksu (Soviet Central Asia) . H e made use of the m ethod to distinguish between different 
types of ice, like a surface layer 15 m. thick with lower resistivity, inves tigated moraines, som e 
containing ice m asses, and developed a technique to survey ice flow a t som e depth by placing 
an electrode in a drill hole. H e omitted to give values of ice resistivities, but V ogtli (un
published Cb] ), in a nother internal report, listed values of 75 MO.m. a nd 17 MO.m. a t two 
places in the ice tunnel at Jungfra ujoch (ice temperature - 2· 6°± roC. ) . K eller and 
Frischknecht (1960) working with an asymmetrical electrode a rrangem ent with a single 
m oving electrode a nd pulsed D .C. curren t of 0 ·1 to 3 sec. duration on Atha basca Glacier 
(Canada) in 1959 gave fur ther evidence of high resistivities in tempera te glacier ice (3 · 5 to 
22 Mo.m. ), but found evidence of considerable inhomogeneity. (The large scatter of their 
m easurem ents was probably partly due to the method used. ) They expressed the opinion that 
resistivity soundings are limited in accuracy but give interesting informa tion on the ice as a 
m aterial. (For determining depth and character of the substratum an elec tromagnetic m ethod 
tri ed at the same time was found to be m ore adequa te.) Borovinskiy (196 1) described techni
ques using asymmetrical electrode configura tions and combina tions of such with symmetrical 
ones which enabled him to solve cases of la tera l inhomogeneity and to take the sha pe of the 
bed into account. 

In the m eantime a striking phenom enon had been observed , that the resistivities in the 
cold ice of pola r glaciers were smaller by orders of magnitude than those of temperate glaciers. 
M eyer and R othlisberger (1962 ) observed resistivities of only 0 ·1 Mo.m . for ice a t approxi
mately - 12°C. in the neighbourhood of Thule Air Base, Greenland . Although they had 
seismic control of som e of the ice thicknesses, a satisfactory interpretation of their soundings 
was not possible because of the presence of a high resistivity layer of unknown thickness and 
origin a t the base of the ice. Further resistivities were m easured near Camp Century on the 
neve of the Greenla nd I ce Sheet 200 km. from the coast, where the mean annual temperature 
is estima ted at - 24°C. ; a decrease from 0 · 35 Mo.m. near the surface to about 0 · 1 Mo.m. 
a t a depth of roughly 50 m. was observed , the resistivity still decreasing with depth. In the 
cen tre of Greenland H ochstein (1965) found in 1959 a simila r decrease of resistivity with 
depth and also low resistivity a t still colder tempera tures a nd down to considera ble depth. 
V ogtli and Greenhouse (in Apollonio and others, 196 1) confirmed the low resistivity of cold 
ice by their m easurem ents on Devon I sland. They found in general the sequence of low 
resistivity ice (0 . 05- 0. 1 M o .m .) a nd high resistivity bedrock (1 Mo.m.) which was favoura ble 
for depth soundings . D eta ils of this work are given in one of the present a rticles (Vogtli , 1967). 

0strem (1959, 1962, 1964) has used the resistivity m ethod qui te extensively for a different 
glaciological problem from depth soundings, namely for locating ice cores in mora ines. The 
m ethod proved very well suited for this type of work. The m ethod has a lso been useful since 
1956 in engineering explora tion for h ydro-electric proj ects in Switzerland in connection with 
buried ice (personal communication from Dr. W . Fisch, Kilchberg, Switzerland) . 

R ecently the glaciological a pplications of the resistivity methods have been treated by 
Borovinskiy (1963). Greenhouse (unpublished ) and Andrieux (unpublished ) have presented 
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their inves tigations on the subject as doctoral theses which both conta in many details that 
cannot be dealt with here. Chaillou and Vallon ( 1964) present som e results of resistivity 
measurements on an Alpine valley glacier (resistivity 50- 70 MQ.m. ) and on a neve field. 
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